The meeting of the Advisory Commission on the Administration of Justice’s Subcommittee on the Medical Use of Marijuana was called to order by Senator Tick Segerblom at 9:05 a.m. on July 9, 2014, at the Grant Sawyer State Office Building, Room 4401, 555 East Washington Avenue, Las Vegas, Nevada, and via videoconference at the Legislative Building, Room 3137, 401 South Carson Street, Carson City, Nevada. The Agenda is included as Exhibit A and the Attendance Roster is included as Exhibit B. All exhibits are available and on file in the Research Library of the Legislative Counsel Bureau.
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Chair Segerblom opened the meeting at 9:05 a.m. He requested a roll call of members.

Mrs. Hartzler called the roll and a quorum was present.

Chair Segerblom stated that there was a full agenda today. He requested the members introduce themselves to the Committee.

Ms. Jones Brady said she worked for Washoe County Public Defender’s Office. She represented clients with felony charges and the specialty courts. She worked with people with addictions or mental illness. She also had a background in anti-poverty work and in abuse and neglect cases regarding children. Her interest in the Committee was how the laws might impact people of lower income or with mental illness.

Ms. Cancela said she was the political director of the Culinary Workers Union Local 226. Her interest was in understanding how policy affected workers within the bargaining unit plus other positions on the Strip and downtown.
Mr. Coffin said he was a member of the Las Vegas City Council. He had been an advocate for medical marijuana for quite a while. He said he could bring a local government’s perspective to the meetings. He hoped to get an owner-user of a co-op built out of the group’s work. He intended to fully use medical marijuana when he can due to a spinal fracture.

Mr. Cutolo was with the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department and had been for the past 17 years. He said he had been in narcotics law enforcement for the past 10 years. He said the focus for Metro was to ensure that the laws made sense. He said they wanted to make the public aware of what the law really was so a legal patient followed the law.

Ms. Giunchigliani said she had served in the Legislature for 16 years and sponsored the original medical marijuana bill in 2001. She said there were issues raised, and she looked forward to working with the Committee.

Mr. Modaferri said he was a constitutional and criminal defense attorney. He was chief of the narcotics Division in Honolulu and now had clients who were prosecuted under the old laws. He hoped to get input in how to deal with people in a fair manner.

Chair Segerblom said the Committee would be looking at ways to go back and revisit people who had criminal convictions for marijuana and reduce or remove the convictions.

Ms. Douglass Morgan said she was the City Attorney for North Las Vegas. She was a voice for the local jurisdictions. She advised the Mayor and Council for North Las Vegas including developing the land use and business license regulations for the project. She also supervised the Criminal Division which prosecuted claims which included marijuana offenses. She also represented the Police Department.

Mr. Munro said he was with the Nevada Attorney General’s Office. He said his role was helping the state agencies carry out their duties with respect to this law.

Ms. Schieve said she was a Reno City Council member at large. She said the issue was important to her due to a personal experience with her mother. The effects of medical marijuana could continue to give her a better life.

Ms. Solas said she was a Las Vegas resident and for five years has led a social group for medical marijuana. Her primary interest was patient advocacy and patient rights.

Mr. Spratley said he was with the Washoe County Sheriff’s Office. He said Sheriff Haley supported good public policy and the will of the voters.

Ms. Spinazola was the ACLU Legislative and Advocacy Director. She was present to watch civil liberties as they came up in the process, particularly in regards to information sharing between agencies.
Mr. Watkins said he was a practicing lawyer, particularly defense work. He said his role was to point out the impropriety of the present law dealing with marijuana. He said there was a conflict with the medical marijuana and the criminal DUI laws. He said anybody who used marijuana lawfully was guilty of a DUI when they got in their car.

Mr. Westom was Bureau Chief for the State Division of Public and Behavioral Health. He said he had the obligation to implement S.B. 374 and the adopted regulations. He said his objective was to continue the program for card holders and get local governments up and running as soon as possible.

Ms. Wildeveld said she was a criminal defense attorney, lobbyist, and criminal litigator. She did death penalty defense and had never represented anyone who committed a murder while high on marijuana. She also did abuse and neglect cases concerning parents who lost children because of marijuana use. She also represented illegal and legal growers of marijuana.

Senator Hutchison was a co-founder of the medical marijuana bill. He said he looked forward to working with Chair Segerblom on this committee.

Assemblywoman Diaz was excited to be a member of the Committee. She was looking forward to gaining more knowledge in this subject area in order to have information for her constituents when they needed it.

Chair Segerblom said Assemblywoman Fiore had the courage to vote for the bill during the Session.

Assemblywoman Fiore said she was excited to be on the committee. She said it was important to take back the freedoms and responsibilities as adults and United States citizens. She said she was going to work on laws to release prisoners arrested.

Chair Segerblom said it was a committee with a lot of background and experience with the issues. He asked Mr. Westom to make a presentation.

Mr. Westom opened his presentation with an overview of the program. He said the Nevada Constitution was changed to allow for medical marijuana. The new bill, S.B. 374, introduced the dispensaries and the cultivation facilities, and production for edible marijuana products and laboratories. He said his department would start reviewing applications on August 5, 2014, Exhibit C. The medical marijuana dispensaries would only be open for those who were cardholders. He said the discussions had started in 2001, then revisions were made in 2003, 2009, and 2013.

Chair Segerblom asked Mr. Westom to explain how the application process would work. He said some entities plan to give a letter to the applicant to go with their application to the State. Another entity said they plan to recommend a specific 18 applicants only. He asked if the State looked at the applications by jurisdiction or ranked them.
Mr. Westom said they will receive applications for certificates from August 5 through August 18, 2014. He said they were following Chapter 453A of NRS and the regulations derived from the statutes and adopted. He said it was a merit based review, scoring and ranking by jurisdiction. They had specific criteria they had to review and they had developed a process to do so, Exhibit C. He said there was an overview of the scoring on their website at Health.NV.gov. The application was there for review and it gave all the different categories of subjects they were reviewing and a point value for each subject.

Chair Segerblom said Clark County picked 18 applicants as their favorites. He asked if it made a difference that Clark County picked those people and did it affect the state scoring system.

Mr. Westom said they would review all the applications they received. He said they would review more than the 18 recommended by an entity. The rankings may differ and there was no assurance they would choose the same 18 applicants.

Chair Segerblom asked if there was a way to give credit in the state’s merit system that Clark County said they liked certain groups or locations.

Mr. Westom replied that it was part of the process for the applicants to provide evidence of local zoning and business licensing approval.

Ms. Douglass Morgan said her review of the regulations did not show any contemplation of local jurisdiction approval of a business license. She said the medical marijuana certificate issued by the State was provisional until it was approved by the local jurisdiction.

Mr. Westom said it did talk about local government approvals. He said in some jurisdictions there were no business licenses issued.

Ms. Douglass Morgan said whether or not a business had the proper zoning was contemplated and that could be determined with a zoning verification letter.

Mr. Westom said the provisional certificates were issued so the local jurisdictions could approve.

Ms. Giunchigliani said a number of people said they were going to give nonprofits some assistance. She said she could not find anything in statute directing that as part of the merit base. She asked if that was a voluntary effort.

Mr. Westom said there were categories that spoke to community impact and other criteria where their contributions to non-profits and other entities were a factor.

Ms. Giunchigliani said she would like to see the sections where those categories were referenced.

Senator Hutchison asked Mr. Westom how it was going to work. He said he assumed the State was starting with a base analysis of the statute. He referred to Section 11.7 of S.B. 374 where
the law required certain criteria be applied in evaluating the applications before the certifications were issued. He said it included contemplation of taxes paid to integrated plans from seed to sell. He said they went to a for-profit model as opposed to a nonprofit model for a specific reason from the law enforcement standpoint.

Mr. Westom said they were looking at the criteria mentioned.

Senator Hutchison said when looking at the 18 applications approved by Clark County, they would be evaluating independently of the County’s analysis in terms of who the best ranked applicants were. He said if applicants satisfied more of Section 11.7 in the statute, but were not included as part of the 18, the State would look at the applicants.

Ms. Jones Brady said government transparency was important to her. She asked what things were in place to ensure that things were transparent and consistent. She said there needed to be discussion around how or why decisions vary significantly. The other thing she was concerned about was the for-profit mode. She said transparency was very important and people were in the business to make money and a profit as opposed to helping a community.

Mr. Westom said Clark County and some other jurisdictions reviewed criteria at the local level. At the state level, they reviewed the entire operation. He said much of the information they received was confidential and they released what information they could, but did not have full transparency because of the law. They will release the information about those who received provisional certificates along with their rankings, Exhibit C. He said they would not release information if the applicant did not sign a release form.

Assemblywoman Fiore commented about the nonprofit issue. She said the pharmaceutical companies and alcohol companies were for profit. The new medical marijuana businesses moving to Nevada will be giving a lot back to charity. She said it was a for-profit company.

Chair Segerblom said they made it for-profit because law enforcement suggested it and they wanted to bring the best and brightest from around the country to Nevada. He said they had received interest and applications from around the country of people with backgrounds from all varieties.

Ms. Giunchigliani said she thought the for-profit base made the most sense. She said nonprofits found a way around the rules and went underground. She wanted it as legal as possible. She said merit base would use Section 11.7, but the regulations added some additional information. They needed experts from out of state to assist. She was concerned about the staff available for the State. She asked what the turn-around time was for decisions and implementation back to local governments for final approval.

Mr. Westom said it was all factored in, including the vertical model proposal. He said each aspect would be reviewed separately. The time frame was 90 days to review all medical
marijuana applications in the state. He said they were staffed to meet the demand. They had a combination of state employees as well as contracted staff.

Ms. Giunchigliani asked if they did a disclosure so there were no conflicts or business interests.

Mr. Coffin said the bill was still in flux in order to meet things still needing solutions. He brought up an issue of an owner-grower co-op. He said he had not seen applications, but hoped for an incentive for owner-growers. He requested Mr. Westom keep the committee informed of all the things that arise concerning the issues. He asked a question about the selection of the 18 people chosen by the county, but the state chose the 19th person. He wondered what that did to the one who was number 18.

Mr. Westom said they will receive all the applications of people who apply across the state. He said they would come up with the highest 18 rankings in Clark County and issue provisional certificates. He said Clark County then had the option of denying the businesses at a local level. If they are denied at the local level, then the State will also deny them and the State would let Clark County know who was the next ranked entity.

Mr. Coffin said they would not know who was ranked because of confidential laws.

Mr. Westom said they would publish those rankings, but not in detail due to confidentiality clauses. They would be in conversation with the local government.

Chair Segerblom asked if Mr. Westom said they were going to publish the rankings of everyone who applied in the district or just the number the jurisdiction was eligible to receive.

Mr. Westom referred to Exhibit C. He said they were issuing a release form to applicants and if they chose to sign it, then their ranking and score would be released.

Ms. Wildeveld said the City was requiring a copy of the State application for the licensing process. The State was supposed to be ranking the applications blindly. She asked if there was information sharing or was the State portion of the City application confidential.

Mr. Westom said he would do his best to answer the question. He said he had no comment on what the local governments decided to do. He said the ranking and review had identified and unidentified criteria in the application.

Mr. Modafferi said the 18 people approved by the County will end up with the licenses. He said there was going to be a push-back. He asked if that was correct.

Mr. Westom said the State process was merit based and it followed the statutes and regulations. The applications outlined their requests and they would review, ranking and scoring the applications regardless of what occurred at a local level.
Mr. Modafferi said after the ranking was accomplished, local government would have carte blanche power to choose the applicants.

Mr. Westom said they will notify the applicants that the State was planning on issuing them provisional certificates and then they will notify the local government of the highest rankings. It will then be up to Clark County to decide what they want to do. If the county denies an applicant, then the State will also deny them and then notify the county of the next ranked applicant.

Ms. Giunchigliani said Clark County kept alive all the other applicants besides the 18 in case the State did not select the same people.

Mr. Westom gave a brief overview of the current process as outlined in Exhibit C. He said the security would be huge and there would be automatic notification to law enforcement if there was a security breach. He said it was important that the packaging had strict guidelines. The packaging was child resistant.

Ms. Jones Brady said she had seen cards and certificates from California. She asked if the medical marijuana cards and certificates have consistency and a professional appearance as well as being difficult to forge.

Mr. Westom said at least three documents were relevant to her concern. The existing marijuana patient cards were processed in a partnership between DMV, DPS and his office. He said there were a lot of security features. The Division issuing the medical marijuana agent cards or employees will have similar security features. The medical marijuana provisional certificates will be printed with security features like other licenses and certificates issued by the Division. He said they print a lot of certificates that are health related.

Mr. Watkins asked about child resistant packaging. He asked for a description of the packaging that would prevent children and other members from gaining access to the drug.

Mr. Westom said the regulations called out specifics on child resistant packaging. They review each applicants packaging and have a routine inspection at least once per year of the establishments. He said they had appropriate enforcement ability at the establishments to curtail packaging not in the best interest of children.

Mr. Watkins suggested that the packaging have a zip lock with an actual lock and the cardholder would have the key. He said they needed to make sure children and unauthorized adults do not get into the package.

Mr. Westom said they had 12 new positions and projected 15 contracted employees would be necessary to assist in reviewing the applications. He said the contractors had different specialties.

Chair Segerblom said Clark County did not limit the number of grows or edibles in the state law. He asked if there was some type of limited cultivation.
Mr. Westom referenced Exhibit C. He said they wanted to be sure the supply was sufficient. He said if the supply authorized was far greater than the demand, then illegal diversion was a risk. The adopted regulations said the Division may limit the cultivation in the State. It would have to happen through a public hearing. He said they know how much square footage was needed in a cultivation facility to grow medical marijuana. He said they also factored in the reciprocity factor from other states. They were projecting a range of 600,000 square feet of cultivation up to almost 1 million.

Chair Segerblom asked if the Division had projected the number of cards needed for next year.

Mr. Westom said currently there were over 6,000 medical marijuana cardholders and a number of caregivers in Nevada. He said the numbers were growing rapidly. They issued statewide numbers only and it was posted on the website.

Mr. Watkins said he understood that police will have, in their scopes, the individuals who have marijuana cards.

Mr. Westom said they already had a process for law enforcement purposes where they can look at the data base to see if someone was a cardholder.

Mr. Watkins said the police could look at the card and run the information.

Mr. Westom said he could not comment on that.

Mr. Cutolo said part of S.B. 374 required law enforcement to have access to cardholders information in order to verify the card. He said the access was limited and the list was updated daily. It did not give names or addresses of the cardholder.

Mr. Watkins said the police would then not have any access or knowledge that a person driving a car was a marijuana user.

Mr. Cutolo said the information was removed from DMV four or five years ago.

Mr. Westom referred to the process of receiving the card as outlined in Exhibit C.

Chair Segerblom said within the year the State could have 50,000 card holders. He asked if there was enough staff to process that number of cards next year.

Mr. Westom said if Chair Segerblom was correct and they had 50,000 cardholders rather than the 6,300 currently projected, they did not have enough staff. He said they had systems in place to request the resources to meet the demand.

Chair Segerblom asked if the money for the cards went to the Division.
Mr. Westom said the funding for the medical marijuana card holder program and the medical marijuana establishment program were held separately. He said the division was flexible and would ask for additional resources if necessary.

Mr. Westom said when they completed the application and turned it in, there was a letter that gave them 30 days as a cardholder until they received their card.

Ms. Solas asked if the statistical page looked different earlier. She said she remembered a separation of age and who had the card and their condition.

Mr. Westom said he did not have that information.

Ms. Solas said about two years ago the age of the person was released. She said it made it convenient to point out that it was not just young kids getting on the program. The majority of card holders were over 30.

Mr. Westom said she was correct, but it was not on their site due to confidentiality requirements.

Chair Segerblom said that might need to change to show who was participating and their age groups.

Ms. Solas said she would like to see the ages of the cardholders and the zip code so they could see where the population was located and who needed the medication.

Chair Segerblom reopened the meeting with a request for public comment.

J. Laub, President of the Las Vegas Medical Marijuana Association said they would continue to focus the industry to serve patients. He said it was to help the patient. He said the organization was working with doctors, researchers, and the University.

John Sullivan, President and CEO of First Security Bank of Nevada, said his bank was willing to provide banking services to medical marijuana establishments in the State. He said they did so out of compassion for individuals who required the medication. He said he had met many of the applicants in the past few months. It was still a grey area in the law, grey on the federal level. Any revenue derived from the sale of marijuana was still illegal. He said in February the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, (FINCEN) released guidance to the banks. FINCEN said the services could receive banking services if they were in full compliance with the state and local laws and regulations. And secondly that the businesses do not violate the eight principles of the Cole Memorandum. He said they concluded it was possible to stay within the guidelines. He said FINCEN expected banks to implement robust monitoring systems in accordance with state law. The marijuana operations had to be complying with state and local laws. He said they also had to know who the customer was, how they operated and what revenue and currency deposits they were making. He said they had to track the customer. One area of guidance beneficial for
the committee was that FINCEN encouraged banks to establish lines of communication with state and local governments. He said the monitoring systems were a huge burden for the banks. The Cole Memo stated that they needed to remove the danger of an all cash business. He said huge sanctions can be imposed on financial systems that do not follow the regulations.

Chair Segerblom said Mr. Jones would meet with Mr. Sullivan about ways the committee could propose a bill to help the banking industry in Nevada. He added that Item VII of the Agenda, concerning credit unions, was pulled because they wanted more time before they made a presentation.

Cindy Brown said in Nevada the patients were required to be experts on marijuana. She wanted each dispensary to have at least one patient on their board.

Julie Montero said she was a registered nurse in Nevada. She said limiting the number of cultivation facilities seemed to limit patient access. She said the patients were having difficulty with the cards due to the length of the process.

Chair Segerblom requested she email her ideas to the committee.

David Kallas said he was a cardholder. He said he understood the need to protect children from access to the medication but it was important to remember it was medication and pharmacies were not required to put locks on the medicines they dispensed. He said the cost of locks would be passed on to the patient. He asked for a trial run on the application process to make sure an agricultural specialist did not evaluate everything they might not have knowledge about.

Mr. Watkins said child resistance packaging was not the case. He said he just wanted to show that child resistant packaging was not child resistant.

Ms. Solas said she went to Colorado and looked at their packaging and the packaging sold at the major conventions. She said the packaging sold in Colorado was harder to get into than aspirin or oxycodone.

Sal said the people on the board seemed open-minded and logical on this topic. He said he was a caregiver. He was concerned that the opportunities to get into this industry were limited to wealthy people. He said limiting the amount of growers reduced the quality of the medicine. He said from his personal experience small gardens produced the best medicine over bigger gardens.

Assemblywoman Fiore asked Sal to email his ideas to her.

Thomas Serato said he was a medical marijuana cardholder. He discussed concentrates made with a butane product. He said it took a natural product and applied gas to reduce it down. The butane was not totally removed from the product. He said he was able to offer a product that never put butane on the product. He said methane gas was completely natural. He added exploding hash labs were a serious problem.
Timothy said he had numerous concerns. He said S.B. 374 caused patients a lot of problems. He had to go to Colorado to be licensed. He said a patient only had a limited amount of funds. He said the system did not protect the patient and their medicine. He feared not being able to grow his own medicine. He said there was no scientific research concerning driving under the influence of cannabis.

Vicki Hagans said tax and political donations from the past as well as time should be considered. She said a swab test for the DUI and job issues are being developed at this time. She asked if there was a projected date after the applications were approved.

Chair Segerblom said it had to be by 90 days for the State.

Ms. Hagans said California had hundreds of different cards. She asked how to define too much medicine. Each dispensary needed 3 to 5 cultivation systems. The concentrates take a vast amount to make them. She said they needed to consider not putting limitations on cultivation. Patients needed to maintain their own gardens. She said agent cards were very expensive.

Chair Segerblom requested she email all of her suggestions to the committee.

Raymond Fletcher requested that they look at protection for patients as far as work. He lost his employment even though he was a medical marijuana patient. He said Voc-Rehab programs will throw them out if they use marijuana. He said they do not want to limit the ability for patients to grow their own.

Mr. Kallas requested they ask the state representatives from the Division of Public Health to post their presentation on their website.

Mr. Westom said it was on the legislative website and they would put it on the Division’s website.

Mr. Westom said he had covered the majority of the presentation. He asked if there more questions.

Ms. Solas said the medical marijuana registry card took about 21 days to receive. She said she had not seen that level of turn around. She said they help people with the process.

Mr. Westom asked if the patient had sent in her card on the 21st of June.

Ms. Solas replied she sent it on the 21st of June and had not received anything in the mail. She said other patients turn-around time seemed more like about 6 weeks.

Ms. Westom said the calculations averaged 21 to 27 days for turnaround depending on when it was sent. He said the demand increased dramatically. They were adding additional resources to
be sure they were in compliance with the law, but did not have the resources to take the required 30 days and bring it down to 5 or 10 days. He said the background check required approximately 12 days.

Ms. Douglass Morgan said the estimated amount for grows was between 600,000 to 1 million square feet for the entire state. She said there was no public hearing scheduled to limit the number of cultivation growers.

Mr. Westom said she was correct. Public hearings required a 30 day notice. He said the estimates were given to meet the projected needs of Nevada patients as well as reciprocity with other states. He said that was not a limited, but rather a work load analysis.

Chair Segerblom asked if they gave a grow license did they have the ability to withdraw it or scale it back if there was too much product.

Mr. Westom said they did not have an exact process at this time. It would have to go to a public hearing.

Ms. Giunchigliani asked when the reapplication period would occur.

Mr. Westom said it was not scheduled at this time.

Ms. Giunchigliani asked if local business license departments needed to inspect the establishments.

Mr. Westom said it depended on decisions made at the local level. The state usually did not have a comment on local processes.

Ms. Giunchigliani said she appreciated Mr. Sullivan and the banks adding that there may be some flexibility there. She was curious about the no ex-felons rule working there. She said Nevada reinstated felon rights and she hoped they were not permanently barring people from working. She asked if someone changed their partners before the State opened their applications, what would happen.

Mr. Westom said they reviewed what was on the application when it was received. He said it would not be a factor if the ownership was different from the application for zoning or business licensing.

Ms. Giunchigliani said on the local level they might have voided themselves if they made changes. She said the original bill contained language about the attending physician. The attending physician was a physician licensed to practice medicine and had primary responsibility for the care and treatment of the patient with a debilitating medical condition. She wanted to make sure it was still a condition in the bill.
Mr. Westom said yes, those were things reviewed by staff for medical marijuana patient holders. Ms. Giunchigliani wanted to reinforce the idea of licensed physicians in the state.

Mr. Westom said there was a provision that they make themselves aware of recommendations from physicians for potential conflicts.

Mr. Coffin asked about sharing information on inspections. The City of Las Vegas wanted to know if someone failed or was in jeopardy of losing their special use permits. He asked how they received the information.

Mr. Westom said he hoped it would be the same as other programs and readily available. He said other programs special reports were posted on the websites. That was the quickest way to get the information out to the local governments.

Ms. Wildeveld commented that people concerned about receiving medical marijuana from a dispensary said some applications contemplated giving free medical marijuana to certain individuals. She asked if there was a standardized system for tracking and verifying state issued cards that the establishments were using. She said people would be coming from all over the country and wondered how they would know if a card is legitimate.

Mr. Westom said the law required the dispensaries verify that the cards are legitimate. He said in 2016 the State will have worked with other states to try and have verification of the cards through electronic systems. He said it was difficult because not all states had electronic systems.

Ms. Wildeveld asked about regulations changing the ownership of establishments once the license was granted.

Chair Segerblom said the law did not provide for the change of ownership. He said one of the purposes of the Committee was to design and process the transfer of ownership.

Mr. Spratley asked about the square footage needed for production facilities. He inquired about one applicant applying for the whole 1 million square feet of production, would it then be limited to one facility in the State or would they still allow other facilities.

Mr. Westom replied the production he mentioned of 600,000 to 1 million square feet of cultivation facility was for the growing. He said a super facility needed to rank in score high enough on their application to have that spot.

Chair Segerblom said he thought they were not going to rank the growers, but were going to approve all the growers until they had the public hearing.

Mr. Westom said they had to be sure that what was proposed was in compliance with the regulations and statutes. He said until they had the hearing, they could not limit production. He said he had not heard of any one proposing 1 million square feet.
Mr. Spratley said it was a concern from the law enforcement point of view.

Wes Henderson, Director, Nevada League of Cities and Municipalities, said Ms. Garcia and Mr. Cathcart were also present. Mr. Henderson gave a brief overview of actions of the various cities and towns throughout the State, Exhibit D. He said there were a variety of responses concerning medical marijuana. He said two or three cities prohibited the establishment of facilities within their jurisdictions; however, one city was reconsidering its decision. Several cities had not taken any action, and some cities had enforced moratoriums from six months to two years. He said some cities had voiced concerns regarding the federal prohibition against marijuana. He said other cities had adopted regulations and were accepting applications.

Chair Segerblom said some rural counties had one or two incorporated cities but large geographical distances. He asked if they needed to increase the number of dispensaries for those counties.

Mr. Henderson said it had been expressed as a concern. He said there were no incorporated cities in Nye County, but there is the town of Pahrump.

Mr. Mike Cathcart, Business Operations Manager, City of Henderson, talked about their process. The council adopted ordinances on July 1, 2014, and opened the application process on July 7, 2014. He said they had received a lot of questions and calls but no applications to date. He said they had seven classes of different medical marijuana establishments. They were not selecting any number of applicants before the state process. He said when the list was returned from the State, the Council would look at doing the permits and issuing the business licenses. He said they were concerned they might not get their entire ranked list back.

Mr. Westom said they would send the top ranked to the City of Henderson. He said if an application was denied at the local level, the State also denied it and would let them know who was the next ranked entity.

Chair Segerblom thought he heard the whole ranking was public information. He asked if the city would not know who was ranked next after the first five entities.

Mr. Westom said it was two different processes. He said one was the discussion of what was released publically and the other was conversations with the local governments. He said it was subject to the applicants signing the release of information.

Mr. Cathcart was concerned about the open meeting law, and they also wished to have vertically integrated establishments. He said if a dispenser was ranked number 6 on the list but ranked as the number 1 cultivator, they wanted the flexibility to license them as a vertically integrated establishment.
Chair Segerblom asked Mr. Westom if the total rankings on the website would not necessarily be given directly to the city.
Mr. Westom said they did not have exact dates and when it would be posted to the website. They were still revising the process.

Ms. Douglass Morgan said they did not have the different classifications. She said they did not want to have to wait too long to receive the information and rankings.

Mr. Westom said their process was to issue the provisional certificates to the top ranked for the jurisdiction. He said they would look at the dispensaries being in the appropriate places for the patients. They were not authorized to approve someone who was not properly ranked. He said it was a merit based system.

Ms. Nicole Garcia, Henderson City Attorney’s Office, reviewed the regulations the State presented as a rationale for withholding the entire list. She said they did not find anything in the regulations that prevented the State from giving them the entire list of qualified applicants. The legislature gave the cities the ability to regulate the zoning and the business licensing.

Ms. Giunchigliani said she did not want political bid shopping. She said it was not the whole list because it was merit based at the State level. She asked about a denial coming in at the State level.

Mr. Westom replied that once they got past the applicant issued provisional certificates, local approval of the businesses was required. He said at the point the local government denied the business, the State followed suit and denied the certificate.

Ms. Giunchigliani said they should not jump all over the list.

Ms. Garcia said they wanted the State to do the vetting of the applicants and the city gave a lot of weight to how the State ranked them. She said Henderson did not want clustered dispensaries.

Kevin Schiller, Assistant Manager Washoe County, gave a quick update concerning Washoe County. They passed regulatory and code changes in April. They provided provisional zoning letters and worked with the State around remaining issues. They were looking at locations including the other holders.

Chair Segerblom opened discussion on Agenda Item VIII, laws governing driving under the influence of marijuana.

Mr. Anthony said he had assembled a two-part handout; one on the National Conference of State Legislatures, Exhibit E, and the other a colored chart on DUI laws, Exhibit F. He said driving under the influence of a controlled substance was different than a traditional DUI. He said there was a .08 standard for driving under the influence. He said it was a per se standard meaning if the blood alcohol level was over .08, a person was considered impaired. Some states had effect
based laws where the officers had to prove you were impaired. There were also zero tolerance states where if you had any amount of a controlled substance in your system, you were presumed to be guilty. He said Nevada was a per se state that set out various requirements for controlled substances. He said in Nevada, urine level was 10 nanograms per milliliter for marijuana and 15 nanograms for marijuana metabolite. In terms of blood for marijuana, it was 2 nanograms and 5 metabolites. He said there had been earlier attempts to carve out exceptions for medical marijuana use. Mr. Anthony referenced Exhibit F, the highlighted map. He said 6 states had per se limits similar to Nevada; 11 states had zero tolerance; the remaining 33 states had effect based laws and it was up to the prosecution to prove.

Chair Segerblom asked about the California law. He said the officer determined whether or not there was impairment and then there was some type of test.

Mr. Anthony said yes, that was his understanding. In California you were given a field sobriety test and if you failed, then you received blood and urine tests and it would be admissible in court.

Mr. Coffin asked how much marijuana had to be consumed to reach the 5 nanogram amount. He asked if it was literally a trace of exposure.

Mr. Anthony said that was one of the issues debated. He said for example, how long does it stay in the body and how is it metabolized. He said it was an emerging area of law.

Mr. Coffin said he was familiar with how much alcohol was involved, but what about a contact high for a person who had been near someone who smoked marijuana.

Mr. Watkins said there was a distinction between alcohol and marijuana. Alcohol was a “polar substance” which meant it loved water, and marijuana is non-polar and loved fat. When smoking the THC level rises rapidly and within 20 to 30 minutes it goes down quickly. He said 2 weeks later the marijuana THC in the fat can travel into the blood. He said the studies dealing with marijuana and driving did not show impairment in the numerical levels. We were putting people in jail who were not impaired. He said the nanogram numbers were plucked out of the air. He said the impairment standard was a better way.

Ms. Jones Brady said it was prison, not just jail.

Assemblyman Horne said he represented clients seeking medical marijuana licenses. Last session he sponsored a bill calling for a carve-out for patients with medical marijuana cards who were detained by police. He said the bill was a fairness issue. Medical marijuana card users were detained by police. Medicinal cannabis was the only medicine with limits on it. He said law enforcement had all the tools for proving impairment through field sobriety tests. People said his bill would allow more drunk drivers on the streets. He said nothing in the bill prevented medical marijuana cardholders from being prosecuted for driving under the influence. He said the prosecution still had to prove their case. He recommended another BDR similar to the one last session.
Ms. Giunchigliani said she tried to deal with the drunken driving issue in A.B. 351 from the 2003 session. She said marijuana and cocaine were added to the Prohibited Substances Act in 1999. She said the research did not tell what a metabolite was for cocaine and marijuana. They could change the substance act. She said it needed to be actual blood testing, not urine testing. The two nanograms needed to be looked at, not the metabolite. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services said they ranked 15 nanograms for the purpose of hiring, firing and screening people for federal employment. She said it was important to measure the right thing. The issue of impairment also had to be investigated.

Mr. Spratley said law enforcement was a willing partner in A.B. 351. He remembered holders of commercial driver’s licenses were not affected by the bill. He said law enforcement wanted discussions regarding the law and to make sure they crafted laws that would affect drivers on the roadways. He said the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration had a ban on medical marijuana use for commercial license holders.

Chair Segerblom opened discussion on the Agenda Item IX, obtaining a medical marijuana identification card in Nevada and Arizona. He said they needed a way to simplify receiving a card.

Mr. Anthony referred to Exhibit G and Exhibit H. He said Exhibit G outlined the Nevada medical marijuana program and the other exhibit had information from Arizona, including a patient check list. He said in Nevada currently someone fills out a request for an application by mail, it cannot be done in person, and pays the required $25 fee. The Division then sends a full application; the person fills it out and returns it with a $75 fee. The Division checks it for completeness, and then within 30 days when there is a decision, the person can go get the card. He said in Nevada by statute and by regulation once the application is deemed complete the application can be treated like you were a cardholder.

Mr. Anthony said it appeared Arizona’s process was much quicker. The application was done on-line, not in person. The on-line process returned the decision to the applicant within 10 business days. He did not find an exception grandfathering a person in once they applied for the card. He said they might have to wait the 10 full days before receiving the card. He said the other differences were very minor. Arizona had a slightly higher fee at $150 and Nevada’s was reduced this last year.

Chair Segerblom asked why they could not have an internet application as opposed to the current system.

Mr. Westom said they were looking at making the system more web based. The Division had a centralized licensing database system that was authorized and funded. He said they were looking at electronic systems but they took time to get.
Ms. Giunchigliani said they could remove the request for part of the application. The DMV card was for an official ID that would prove out. She said dispensaries were in place with reciprocity in place with minimal verification. She said they needed to speed up the process and offer an official government ID to protect the patient.

Ms. Solas said as soon as the patient received a doctor’s approval, they could use medical marijuana before they received the card. She said if they removed the requirement for a mailed application and allowed on-line applications for the $25 fee, it removed 5 to 7 days in mail time. The application would still require the doctor’s signature to start the process.

Mr. Spratley said law enforcement was very much opposed to moving away from the DMV. He said it was a good card, they recognized it, and it was hard to forge. He said DMV did a fantastic job of producing medical marijuana cards in Nevada.

Ms. Solas said she had been stopped by law enforcement and they were unable to access her information until she handed them the card. She said the card made her feel safe.

Mr. Westom asked Mr. Anthony if Arizona gave any information about the background checks of the patients.

Mr. Anthony said he did not recall Arizona having as detailed a background check. He said they did fingerprints, but they had moved away from that.

Chair Segerblom added that felons were excluded from medical marijuana. He asked Ms. Regina Harris to come forward. She claims to have invented a new way to issue medical marijuana cards.

Regina Harris said she was with Get Legal 420. She said they provided residents with chronic and debilitating conditions support with the medical marijuana cards.

Sara Cloutiur said the service was designed to accommodate patients in need of the card. She said they were a mobile service. They were looking forward to working with nonprofit organizations to help them mitigate fees for patients in need. She said they were developing a full service medical marijuana kiosk allowing patients to automatically upload their information to the State, be evaluated by an attending physician via telemedicine, and acquire their temporary ID all at once. She said the machine had the capability of providing diet programs and stress tests, as well as on-line health monitoring.

Ms. Harris said they wanted to schedule, at a later date, a time to demonstrate the prototype.

Ms. Solas was concerned about degrading the medical profession by not having a doctor physically examine the person.
Ms. Harris said there was a blood pressure cuff, a scale, and monitoring for temperature. She said it was everything you were able to do in a doctor’s office basically through telemedicine.

Chair Segerblom asked if the doctor was not present but was watching the patient.

Ms. Harris said yes, it was similar to Skype, the doctor was on the other side of the monitor. It had face recognition and could do an evaluation right then and upload the information to the State.

Ms. Giunchigliani said she thought they were promoting a business rather than wellness. She asked what they charged a patient.

Ms. Harris asked if she meant for their service to help them register for the card. She said they charged $299 which covered the state fee, the doctor’s evaluation, the notary and all the paperwork. She said they were a mobile service and went directly to the patient. She said they took out the tedious process by doing it for them.

Ms. Giunchigliani said under state law the doctor had to have the primary responsibility for the care and treatment of the patient, not be a drive-by. She was concerned, and she did not want to put people at risk.

Chair Segerblom said this was marijuana, not cocaine or heroin. They could change the law.

Ms. Giunchigliani said it was very clear that the voters had voted to allow you to be recognized by the card.

Ms. Harris said if the patient already had an attending physician they offered to take the doctor’s fees out of the proposal.

Chair Segerblom said he had a guy who was fired due to a work injury and he tested positive. He said he looked in the yellow pages, called them, met the doctor and they started delivering to the house.

Ms. Giunchigliani said you did not need to pay anybody $100 bucks for the help.

Chair Segerblom said you do not need to pay, it was just the possibility out there. He said he was interested in the kiosk.

Senator Hutchison said the idea of electronic and web services needed to be investigated. He asked if they could schedule a time for the parties to present some of these topics; databased, web based, electronic based solutions to the challenges with the law.

Chair Segerblom referred to Exhibit I, five things he was interested in hearing for potential topics on future agendas. He said they would have at least two more and maybe three more meetings. He mentioned transfer of ownership of establishment licenses, additional dispensaries, the
estimated number of cardholders, the process for new ID cards and whether doctors who prescribe should be listed on a state website.

Ms. Giunchigliani said they cannot use the word prescribe, they need to look at application or something. She said they needed to look at the statute restricting public health labs from participating. They needed to look at Senator Rawson’s language added to a bill in 2001 which allowed for research by the University System, but they had to apply to the Federal Government. She recommended removing that language. She wanted to discuss allowing green houses to grow. She was also concerned about the drunk driving laws and any criminal statutes woven into the bill. She said growing one’s own medical marijuana needed further discussion. Horticulture programs at the public institutions should be established. She said they needed to look at “candy production” so the kids had access to it. She was concerned about price gouging for cost of applications. She was concerned about restrictions going across county lines.

Senator Hutchison said the committee needed to address and talk about the challenges the cash business had and possible electronic solutions. He was also concerned about reciprocity and a databased system they could review.

Mr. Watkins said they needed to discuss the usage of marijuana and driving. People need their medicine and also need to be able to go to work.

Mr. Kallas said he agreed with Ms. Giunchigliani. He said this should be about the patients and not profit sharing. He said as soon as possible eliminate the request from the cardholder to the State to receive an application. He said it was a waste of time to have to justify why you wanted the application. He said in regards to reciprocity it was important to require that each dispensary receive all other state’s copies of what they issued to the cardholders.

Chair Segerblom said all they were doing was asking them to sign an affidavit; they were not going to grill people.

Assemblyman Horne said it would be beneficial to dovetail the state process with the local process. He suggested the State being responsible for the caliber of the applicants and the local government responsible for the zoning. He said that might eliminate a lot of the confusion. He said gaming license holders were not permitted to participate, however, the gaming licensees were the most vetted people in Nevada. He said originally they wanted the most above reproach caliber of people participating. He wanted to be sure high-caliber people were involved. He said the issue on transporting cannabis across county lines needed discussion. He said if the state said someone was an appropriate grower, then perhaps it was against public policy for other counties that permitted it to block it and only allow those growing in their jurisdiction.

Thomas Serato, long time user and advocate, said protecting the children was the first and last cry of prohibition. He said nobody ever died from using marijuana. He said he had smoked for 40 years and had driven an auto since he was 8 years old and never had an accident or been cited. He said he would take any test designed.
Nancy Wilden talked about clones. She said the cultivation sites are going to need 1,000 clones. Her brother was involved in cloning for almost 10 years. She had a group of gardeners who wanted to provide clones to the cultivation sites.

Chair Segerblom said they could sell 12 clones and give away 1,000.

Timothy said it was about wellness. He said he was forced out of the medical cannabis state registry in Nevada.

Chair Segerblom said he understood that what he wanted them to do was put free or really cheap marijuana into the law. He said they cannot do that until February.

Timothy said it was not about cheap cannabis. He said within the state’s rehab medical system, he would like to use the opportunity to find jobs in the program.

Sal said the problem with verifying out-of-state people was that the dispensaries would be liable even if the customer signed an affidavit. He was in favor of telemedicine. He was concerned about a huge backlog in sending out cards.

Chair Segerblom said if they signed an affidavit, no one was liable.

Assemblywoman Fiore said if a dispensary in Nevada was not licensed or approved and not abiding by the laws, the officers will investigate and shut them down.

Julie Montero said she had patients who registered 300 nanograms. She recommended a clause where medical marijuana users were exempt from the 2 nanograms. She asked if there was a directory listing the doctors and dispensaries on a state website.

Mr. Westom said physicians were confidential, but dispensaries will become public.

Mr. Watkins said the law was 2 nanograms per milliliter.

Cary, secretary of the Board of Wellness Education Cannabis Advocates in Nevada, said he wanted to do away with plausible deniability for the police.

Chair Segerblom asked if there was any further public comment. He adjourned the meeting at 1:05 p.m.
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